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PUBLIC POLICY AND
INDUSTRIALISATION IN NIGERIA
By
A. J. ADAM*
economy (Rajapatirana, skills, forei$n investment,
f 987). Public policy plays

I.

Introduction

Y" modern times. most
I economists (if not all)

IT;:'"triar,""il#

process is essential for
rapid economic growth.

Rapid

industrial

development has become

the main focus of

managerial

ability,

an important role in the economies of scale that
quest for optimal would result in structural
industrialisation and change and sustained
growth.
hence
sustained economic
economic
growth. Industrial activity in SSA
Economists and policy is dominated by local
makers in the developing processing of natural
countries have long resources and simpler
goods
agreed on the role of consumer
government in providing industries. Apart from
infrastructure, promoting primary resources based
market efficiency, and industries, the linkages
maintaining stable witti local industries
macroeconomic policies remain minimal and
that harre enabled superficial. The level of
countries to attain high technological efficiency in
growth and develop their industry remain very lora."
industrial potential Over the years, the poor
(Rajapatirana. 1987).
performance of the
industrial
sector,

economic development
because of its potential
benefits. Consequently,
many
economies, lndustrialisation
been particularly
particulariy East Asia. an integral part has
of many manufacturing, in terms
have attempted to Sub-Saharan Alrica
(SSA)
low manufactured
accelerate industrial countries development of
export and investment
development through the
over the years. trends leave much to be
use of public policv. strategy
Industrial progress was desired. SSA has suffered
However,
rnost expected to transform the most serious 'deeconomists are of the vieu,
low-productivity and low- industrialisation' in recenl
that the real question is growth economies
into times in the developing
not how fast an economy dynamic
and modern high world (Lall and Wangwe,
can industrialise but how
productive
growth 1999).
its industrial sector can economies. and
rise in
be structured to industrial The
In Nigeria,
persistence of
sustained growth over particularly activities, economicthe
recession has
time. This relates to ways
manufacturing, would prompted a re-evaluaUon of
of achieving optimal bring
along modern current public policy and
industrialisation in an technology,
expertise search for alternative
Lecfurer in Economics Department

ffi
a

of

llJune 2005
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nation's

economic
performance, particularly
the real sector. One of
such option is a public
policy that would identiflr
important industries and
assist them by providing

subsidised

credit,

that is concern with the

conceptual

and

theoretical issues. Section

three is the review of

public policy and
industrial policy in

Nigeria. Section four

competitiveness

domestic

recorrunendations.

in both
and

the
manufacturing sector.
Industrialisation has the
potentials to propel
economic $rowth and

hasten the achievement of
struc tural transformation

focuses on policy and diversification of
and economies. It enables an
evaluation

protection from foreign
competition, and export comparative analysis of
subsidies. The past experience of other
inappropriate policies countries. Section five
have dislocated resources provides the concluding
and
and created a loss of remarks

industrial

economy is

II.

economy to use fully its
factor endowments, gain

from

international

specialisation and raise
the standard of living of
the people.

Conceptual and According to Lall and

Wangwe (1999), public
international market. Theoretical Issues
Industrialisation can policy comprises of all
Therefore, there is the
need for a target industrial be regarded to involve government policies

directed
toward
based development of industrialisation such as
productive system of an industrial,
trade,
economy. Hence, the education and training,
process of industrial labour, macroeconomic
growth, as well as easing development represents a and technologr policies. It
structural adjustment deliberate and sustained also revolves around
and strengthening market application
and general issues of policy
competitiveness.
combination of suitable making such as credibility
policy where government extensive technology-

can correctly identify
industries of future
importance and devise
policies to speed their

technoloEr, management

and sustainability. They

In broad terms, Nigeria techniques and other

argue that apart from poor

like many SSA countries, resources to move an
has failed to achieve its economy from the
industrialisation dreams traditional low level of
and
structural production to a more
transformation of its automated and efficient
economy. Consequently, system of
mass
this paper is concerned production(CBN, 2000).
with evaluation of The industrial sector of an
government policies on economy is often defined
industrial development in in
terms
of
Nigeria. In other words, manufacturing. mining,
the paper intends to utilities,
and

policies, much of poor
industrial performance in
SSA lies with exogenous
shocks of various kinds:
droughts, wars, internal

conflict,

political

instability, adverse terms
of trade and so on. Poor
public policies carry much
of the blame.

According to Lall and
examine the effects of construction. According to Wangwe ( I 999) industrial
public policy on Nigeria's Adejugbe (1995), the policy is of two forms:

industrialisation.
Following
this

major determinant of the Juructtonal and seLecttue
stage of industrialisation poltctes, are formulated to
introduction is section two or real growth of the affect resource allocation.
81
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followed the German
systern by providing
financial support for'
research in universities.
Private industrv also

maintained research
laboratories
that
sometimes received public

support. In the earlier
stage of industrialisation,
the Japanese government

helped to

prornote

technological change by
setting up demonstration
factories that were later
passed on to the private
sector.

(iii) transport and
commurtications: this
factor integrates domestic
and foreign market thus

making it easier for
exporters to compete

effectively. However,
transport
and

in

machines and and rnacroeconorlic
inlrastructure. Foreign policies. Capital rnarket
investment accelerates thilures and externalities
acquisition of ne\^. are justifications tnost
machines
and often cited for direct
ne'vv

technological innovations.
Well - d efined,..p.rop ertv

especially in its early stage
requires large investment

such standards

as
weights, measures, and
safety at work
(M Governments in the

industrial

economies
promote scientific and
technological research.

(v) State-owned

enterprises are often
established to carry out

transactions including some of these tasks.
foreign investments.

Government

also

intervene indirectly in the

economy by creating a
,policy environment. For
environment encourages i.nstance, the main
domestic savings and instruments available to

foreign investment.
Industrialisation,

Rajapatirana

(1987)
rights, standardised obsen e that govemment
weights and measures, should be the main
patent laws, personal provider of the follorving
security', etc. have also services to facilitate
helped to promote efficient industrialisation:
(i) All governments
industrialisation.
plav a dominant role in
(v) the role of education, especiall-v in
g ouernmen t: Government providing the basic skills
inten,ene in the market of literacy and numeracy
because of market failure (ii) Most government
and to achieve an efficient provide the physical
outcome. Government infrastructure of industry;
must state the 'rule of the transport
game' to define the use, communications, and
ownership,
and power systems
conditions of transfer of (iii) Most governments
physical, financial, and provide
economic
intellectual assets. The information and regulate

co[ununication networks more they are well defined
are very capital intensive and understood, the more
and expensive during the smoothly the economy
early stages of can function and viceindustrialisation. They versa. When the rules are
require direct or indirect unclear, they raise the
government support as cost o[ doing business,
been the experience of profit are not predictable
most
advanced and thereby discourage
industrialised countries. busines s / financial

(iv)
a
stable
institutional
and
mo.croeconomic
enuironment: a stable
rrracroeconomic

goverrrment interwention.

government include: trade
policy,. fiscal incentives,
price controls, investment
regulations, and financial

Rajapatirana

(1987)
argued that the quest for
efficient industrialisation
relates directly to foreign
trade. This is because

foreign trade allows
countries to realise gains
by subjecting domestic

production to foreign
competition and by
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providing their export strategies that have
access to a wider market enabled countries to
to achieve economies of attain high growth and
sca-Ie. Apart from allowing rapid
industrial
countries to specialise development. Trade policy
between industry and can be characterised as
sectors, trade has also outward oriented and/ or
provided access to critical inward
oriented
inputs,
including (Rajapatiran, 1987). An
technologv for countries outward- oriented strategr
incapable of producing provides incentives that
them. According to LaU are neutral between
and Wan€we (1999), in a production for domestic
globalised economy, market and exports. The

that outward-oriented

economies

have

performed better than
inward-oriented one. The
study also showed that

there was no strictly

discernable relationship
b etween trade orientation

and economic and

industrial performance.
This is not surprising,
since factors other than
trade strategy influence
economic and industrial

performance

international

essence of this strategr is

competitiveness depends
increasingly not so much

policies such as firm or
industry subsidies may

neither discrirnination in (Rajapatirana, L987).
favour of exports nor bias
against
import Richardson (1983)
substitution. An inward- observed
that
oriented strategz, on the governments more
other hand, is one in frequently assist domestic
which trade and industries improve their
industrial incentives are competitive positions.
biased in favour of Consequently, he
domestic production and advocated a more active
against foreign trade. This U.S. trade policy, that is,
approach is often called a policy that is
nonimp ort- sub stitution predictable,
strategy. The later discretionary, and

need revision or scrapping

strategr involves overt and

on resources and raw
labour costs, but on the

quality of human
resources and the

capacity to absorb, use
and improve on new

technologies. One
implication
of
globalisation is that
traditional industrial

so that firm can attain high protection, thus
competitiveness. This is raising cost of production.
because capacity of firms Similarly, industrial
must be able to meet incentives are usually
world best practice administered by an
(benchmarks) levels of elaborate and extensive
bureaucracy. Outwardtechnical efficiency.
oriented policies favour
Trade policy can also help tariffs over quantitative
cushion the effect of restrictions. This is
economic and political usually complemented by
shocks on domestic production subsidies and
industries, whether the provision of input at free
shocks are domestic or trade prices. Overall,
international in nature protection is lower under
(Richardson, 1983). an outward-oriented
However, economists have strategy. Evidence from
disagreed on trade World Bank studies show
B5

contin$ent on certain

behaviour. He argued that

strategic trade policy
could help counter the

distortions of

an
imperfectly competitive
world system (oligopoly)
and help capture a larger
share of profit. He
asserted that if the U.S.

could limit foreign
government market
intervention by using an

active policy the world
market might become
more competitive. That, in
turn, would be more iikely
to provide U.S. gains from
trade. However, he stated

ril/June 2005
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that an active trade policy providing the revenues for
has several shortcomings. running the government,
It is difficult to manage, it thus, elirninating the tax
gives the appearance of preferences that now
aggressiveness, and its distort capital investment
and
costs can be high. He decisions,
suggested that other encouraging investment
approaches might be over consumption. Some
better to aid domestic view that a large financial
industries. Among these market would offer

are:

expand the pool of
available capital. The long
gestation period and high

social returns

on

spending for research and
development justiff more
goverrrment involvement.
Market economies often

under-invest in civilian
technology because firms

better adequate support for
macroeconomic policy funding socially viable
making, stabilisation of projects. He advocates
of
rates, targeting
exchange

do not benefit enough
from their own research

say over 5 year period and

for basic research should

efforts. Bosworth (1983)
proposed, however, that
l',prograrnmes to ease shifts macroeconomic variable increased public support
,,in labour and capital use,

and greater reliance on aim openly at announced take the form of direct
market forces. Some growth paths. The path goverrrment expenditures,
., economists cited the should be reconsidered instead of tax incentives

''.

misalignment of the dollar

.(overvalued) for loss of
U.S. competitiveness and

p'ointed to the huge

federal budget deficits as
the major source of the
problem. Without prompt
budget action, he opined
that sterilised intervention
in exchange markets will

be needed, along with
greater
policy
coordination with trading
partners.

Hall (1983) stated that
structural changes should

be kept in mind in
developing

annually. For example, a for private investment. He
nominal GNP target, view that American firms
although fixed for a year, have received tax credits
would be consistent with for increased spending on
and
the five-year goal. He also research
proposed an income policy development. But
in the form of wage and evidence from U.S.,
price guideposts with tax- Canada, and Sweden
based inducements for indicates that tax
incentives have little effect
compliance.
on R&D spending. To
Bosworth (1983) argued others, government
that investment was down spending is most effective
in U.S. not because when it goes for long-term
business lacks funds to basic R&D, which has a
invest but because disproportionately large
financial and monetary effect on productivity. An
policies have led to high industry's rate of
interest rates and an productivity increase and
appreciated dollar. He a firm's rate of innovation
believed that enough idle are positively related to
resources exist to finance spending on long-term
increased investment in R&D. Others are in

macroeconomic policy.
Targeting the growth of
nominal GNP was Hall's
choice for the most
satisfactory monetary short term. Over the
policy rule. As an longer term, the
alternative, Hall (1983) government should
proposed a 19 per cent reduce the federal budget
fl at-rate consumption tax.
deficit and increase public
He saw its advantages as pension programmes to

support of Bosworth'
conviction that direct

government support for

long-termbasicR&D
should be preferred over
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for the |97O-2OO2 period. greatly and also the oil

research.

'I'here is need for enough

export boom led to 'Dutch

incentives for efficient disease' effect. The
Busari(2004) viewed that resource allocation in windfall from oil led to
post-colonial order to promote tremendous rise in wages,
the
industri alization in manufactured export. A prices, and imports. Most
Nigeria has been pursued mixture of the invisible investment incentives
with less than admirable hand of the market with provided try
the
vigour leading to dismal the visible hand of the government were targeted
performance in the state should guide the at achieving higher
industrial
sector. process
of production and greater

Therefore, to reverse this industrialization. In a
trend, policy measures related study, Alege and
must be put in place to: Ogun(20o4) found that
attract, direct, and openness to trade and
effectively utilize increased technology has
appropriate foreign significant influence on
capital; produce sound the level of manufacturing
macroecon,\gmic output in Nigeria.
environment and pursue
macroeconomic stability. 2.2 Review of Public
Inflation, currency value, Policy in Nigeria
interest rates, and fiscal In this section, we discuss
balance are key variables the aspects of public
that need to be well policy, i.e., exchange rate,
managed.
The privatization/
government should corunercialization, fiscal,
implement policies that industrial, interest rate
will enhance the policies that are gerrnane

industrial productivity to

revenues

in the medium

to long-run.
expansionary

The

macroeconomic policies
implemented facilitated
Naira appreciation which
encouraged importation
by industries. Selective or
directed credit policies for

preferred

sectoral

investment programmes
were implemented which
provided subsidised

credits to industries,

articularly multinational
corporations who were
larger in number at that
p

time.

industri alization

and competitiveness of process in Nigeria.
the manufacturing
through the combination
of appropriate economic
instruments
and

The oil boom encouraged
the governrnent to venture
The discovery of oil in the into virtually all types of
1970's provided more economic activities, such

foreign exchange for as banking and
technological supports industrial development insurance, oil production,
services. In a recent and the economy. The refining and marketing,
study, Adeoye (2OO4) revenue from oil was used commLrnication and
examined the extent to to finance import needs of energy services, etc. As
which Nigeria has industry in the context of was later discovered, there
restructured
her growing oil exports and were a number of
industrial and trade declining agricultural problems associated with
systems within the output (Olukoshi, 1993). some of these public
context of on-going trade The oil windfall saw the enterprises. They include:
globalisation. He found growth of government misuse of monopoly
that the Nigerian economy expenditure and fiscal powers, over-reliance on
Public government subvention,
has not changed its export deficits.
and import structure over expenditure increased rnismanagement, i1187

a

f
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much rrore tougher conformity vu,ith tire
political interference, austerity measures, resurgence o[ "econornic
cormption, nepotism, etc. ranging from strict liberalization" philosophy
A survey of the reports of monitoring of import under SAP. The econorny
conceived investments,

Presidential C omrnissions license, cutting down of
on public parastatals, by foreign travel allowances,
the government identified major retrenchment
over 15O0 ptrblic exercise \ ras carried out.
enterprises that needed to placing embargo on
employment, changing
be privatized.
the colour of the crurency,
As the import substitution etc.

for
strategy
Nigeria continued
industrialization

achieved little as tire SAP

programme raised rrarly
questions than ans\.r!'ers,

rangiing froru the
appropriateness or
otherwise of the poiicy for

econornic developrnent
and recovery, the
irnplemcntation process of

policy,
Consequently,

to the

etc.
the
developed, it became clear experience
that the sustainability of macroeconornic instability econorny was over burden
the policy depends largely
on more foreign earnings
(rerrenue) from the state

(economy) for

importation of

the
raw

rnaterials, spare parts and
machinery. By and large,
the policy could not be
sustained due largely to
the collapse of crude oil
prices in the international

until 1986 when the with huge debt, rising

introduction of Stmctural unemployment. inlla"tion,
rlt.clrv of infrastructural
Adjustment
Programme(SAP) took tht' llrcilities, large budget
center stage of t lrc <lt'l'icit, and declining
economic recovcr'\/ capacity utilization.
programme of the Avera€e exchange rate
government.
The depreciated significantly
privatization of public during this period, thus

enterprises started in showing relative exchange
1986 as an integral aspect

oil market in the early of SAP. Under SAP, 11O
I980's. This triggered companies and 35 others

major crises in the

covering all the sectors of

industry and the entire the

economy. About

5O

percent of manufacturing
industry in Nigeria were

economy were

rate instability.
Although promulgation oI

the Privatisation

and

Comrnercialisation Decree

No.25 of 1988 was in
commercialized 1988, the Technical

scheduled to be privatized

and
respectively.

The Committee
on
affected negatively. In privatization policy was Privatization
and
April 1982, the economic influenced to a large Commercialization(TCPC)
stabilization act was extent by the persistence became operational and
enacted as a temporary fiscal deficits and the need effective in 1989. The
provision, the act was to reduce inflation. governrnent gave a list of
aimed at countering Similiarly, the urge to 135 enterprises that were
goverrrment spending and Iessen the dominance of to be privatized or
reliance on imports. unproductive investment commercialized.
Regrettably, the measure in the public sector in the Government outlined the

failed to achieve the Iight of dwindling oil
desired goal. Itwas on this

note that the next

revenue and excruciating
external debt also justified

government toward the privatisation
end of 1983 enforced Privatisation was also in
8B

obj ectives of
the
priv atization to include
(i) improvernent of the
efficiency and reliability of
:

:

he operations of the
:ompanies

;
acquire new technology as

policies experimented were

well as expose the import

substitution

.ii) reduction of their economy to international strategy, exchange rate
dependence on the competition. The stages devaluation / depreciation,
national treasury for identified
operations

for

the deregulation, etc. The high
priv atization programme inflation, high interest

(iii) promotion of the are as follows:
rates, huge budget deficit,
share ownership by (i) Phase I - (to be and
persistent
Nigerian citizens in completed by December, depreciation of the Naira

productive investment

which hitherto

999) include commercial
and merchant banks and
cement plants that are

capital market.

Vehicle Assembly Plants;

1

exchange rate

in the last

few years could be
described as having
already quoted on the constitute
serious
and:
stock exchange;
disincentive
to
(iv) to broaden and (ii) Phase II - to include industrialisation in
deepen the Nigerian Hotels and Motor and Nigeria.

were
wholly or partially owned
by the federal government

The

(iii) Phase III
(privatization

III.
Overview of
to Industrial Policy in

TCPC was
transformed to the commence in2OO2lO3) to
Bureau of Public include NEPA, NITEL,

Nigeria

Immediately after

Enterprises(BPE) by NAFCON,
Nigeria independence, the
decree 78 of 1993. In Airways; and Petroleum government embarked on
1998, the government Refineries
import-substitution as an
resolved to commence So far enterprises in industrial strateEr in order
further privatization of Phase I and II have been to reverse the deteriorating
public enterprises fully or almost fully trade balance and hasten
because government has privatized
while industrialisation, among
been investing in projects privatization of Phase III other reasons. In this
that were exclusively enterprises have begun regard, foreign private
meant for the private and is expected to be fully capital was encouraged
July 1999, the privatized by next year or and credit to the private
present
sector was increased.
civilian 2007.
sector. In

government inaugurated
During the early years, a
the National Council on This review has shown larger contribution to
Privatisation to carry out that government fiscal gross investment came
priVatization policies were propelled by from the private sector
a
programme aimed to developments in the oil relative to the public
move
substantial sector. Expansionary sector. This was an
ownership, control and macroeconomic (fiscal offshoot of the colonial
operation of certain key and monetary) policies economic investment
where
economic enterprises featured prominently strategy
only
from the public,to the during this period. governme nt
on
private
sector. Selective and subsidized concentrated
Furthermore, to attract credit, privatisation/ transportation and other
the private investment commercialisation policies infrastructural facilities
necessary as a catalyst for were also used to spur that made the exploitation
economic growth and to industrialisation. Other of natural resources
easier. Given the lean
89
.,
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resources of the earlier equity participation in mucir needed finance
period, government foreign owned enterprises ; require for development
provision oI industrial projects. For instance,
encouraged
multinationals
to incen(ives: expansion o[ during the third national
establish manufacturing the intermediate and developrnent plan, the
plants in Nigeria. Another capital goods and agro- government contributed
policy stance of the 1960s allied industries as weil as N5.3 biilion or 72.7 per
was that of government greater integration, cent of total investment
government linkages
and devoted to industry (CBN,
direct
of 2000). The state or
intervention in industrial diversification
activities mainly through industries; increased government took the
equity ownership in domestic resource content commanding height of the
foreign-owncd compan ies of industrial products and economy. However, the
and expansion of provisioning of financial policy was terminated in
infrastru ctu re (Adej ugb e, and manpower resources the early 198Os aftermath
1995). The defect of the in promoting industrial the falling price of oil and
import -substitution research and adaptation world-wide economic
approach was that it of
technology; recession. The country
merely substituted encoLlragement and returned to the industrial
importation of finished establishment of small policy of the 1960s, when
goods for intermediate and
medium-scale foreign investors were

industries; and public encouraged through

goods.

sector participation and various incentives such as
control of some large-scale considerable liberalisation
national development industrial projects such of the percentage of equity
plan (1962-1968) to the as the iron steel plants, that they could own in
fourth
national petro-chemical and their
respective
plan(198
petroleum
plants,
development
l
refining
enterprises.

Right from the first

B5),

rapid and

industrialisation received

priority in Nigeria's

development objectives.
The government allocated
substantial part of the
budget to the industrial
sector. For instance, the
allocation of L6.2 percent
of the budget plan to the

manufacturing sector

motor vehicle
assembly units(CBN, The

Adjustment Programme
(SAP) introduced in July,
Nigeria's industrialisation 1986 witnessed several
2OOO).

strategy has been largely industrialisation policies,
influenced by her while some were targeted

economic fortunes. at the rracroeconomy,
Nigeria industrial strategy
changed by tlie beginning
of the 197Os.The Nigerian

during the third National Enterprises Promotion
Development Plan( 1975- Decree (NEPD) was
80) was the highest. The promulgated in 1972 to
general industrial policies enable Nigerians take
and strategies of the equity shares in foreign
-'business
development plans were: owned
adoption of import- enterprises.
The

substitution strategy;

expansion of indigenous

Structural

others were targeted

prirnarily at the industrial
sector (Adenikinju, I 996).
At the economy-wide level,

the policies introduced
were: devaluation of the
Naira to encourage export,

partial deregulation of

foreign exchange market
to provide access to
substantial inflow of private firm, abolition of
petrodollars provided the the import license
90
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scheme, simplilication of facilitate rnanufactured
the tariff protection and exports in Nigeria. The
adoption of various export development of Small and
promotion schemes. At Medium
Scale
(SMEs)
the industrial level, Enterprises
during
certain incentives were the SAP era is another
put in place to promote dimension
to
investment. Corporate tax industrialisation in view of
rate was reduced from 45 the failure of the heavy.
per cent to 4O per cent in and large importl9B7 . Capital allowances substitution industries.
were increased for plant Apart from stimulating
and mLachinery. Tax free entreprenuership, the
dividend was also SME has the potential of
introduced in LgB7. establishing tinkages with
Furthermore, special tax agriculture, reducing
incentives were put in poverty, and accelerating
place to encourage local the development of rural
Research
& areas, hence mitigating
Development(R&D). Tax rural-urban drift. It
relief granted with respect constitutes about 7O per
to R&D expenses on raw cent of industrial
material development was establishments, account

up to 40 per cent. for 70 per cent of

the problems of
industrialisation in
Nigeria to be: excess
capacity, high production

costs, low value-added,
imported input intensive
processes and a high
concentration of spatial
industries. The broad
objectives of NIP are:

(i) providing greater
employment
opportunities
(ii) increased export of
manufactured goods

(iii) improving the

technological skills and
capability available in the
country

(iv) increased local
content of industrial
output

(v) attracting foreign

capital

Domicilliary accounts industrial employment (vi) increased private
were allowed to enable and 10-15 per cent of sector participation in the
exporters maintain their manufacturing output manufacturing sector
export earnings in foreign

(CBN, 2OOO). Unlike the

denominated currency. large-scale enterprises,
The government also the
SMEs have
initiated the privatisation experienced expansion in
and commercialisation post SAP period. However,
programme to enhance the main problems of
industrial efficiency.
SMEs are they have been
starved of financial needs,
poor implementation and

Other incentives for
promotion
of monitoring of projects,

time and cost-overrun,
spelt out in the Export non-repavment of loans

manufactured export were
Incentives Decree of 1986,
such as Export Guarantee
and Insurance Scheme,

and harsh

Expansion Grant, and the

industrial d.evelopment, a

economic

conditions, among others.

Export Adjustment In order to achieve an
Export accelerated pace of
Scheme,

In

addition,

the
Companies and Allied
Matters Decree of 199O as
amended was designed to
facilitate , the process of
incorporatioq registration

.and supervision of
companies by the
appropriate government
agency. The aim was to
remove the cumbersome
delays and bureaucracy
associated with setting up
a business in Nigeria. In
1995, the government
repealed NEPD and
replaced it with the

Nigerian Export and new industrialisation Nigeria
Import Bank (NEXIM). All

policy(NlP) was launched
in 1988. The NIP identifi,ed
were
to
incentives
these
91
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L4, 1995. The decree lack of comparative support to the industrial
removes the restrictions

placed on foreign

advantage meant that

sector through

the

Nigeria's share of foreign following institutions: the
investors as to which market can not appreciate Industrial Development
sectors of the economy despite the numerous Coordinating
and the extent they could incentives. Other factors Committee(IDCC), the
invest. Similarly, the that can be adduced for Industrial Data Bank, the
Foreign Exchange failure of SAP to transform Raw Materials Research
(Monitoring
and the industrial sector were: and Development Council
Miscellaneous) Provisions the frequent breakdown of (RMRDC), the Project
Decree 17 was infrastructural facilities Development Agency
promulgated to replace (e.9. power outages), (PRODA), the Federal
the Exchange Control Act increased production cost Institute of Industrial
of 1962 repealed. The associated with market Research, Oshodi (FIIRO),
decree provides the determined exchange and the Nigerian Institute of
necessarJr legal backing to interest rates, low income Economic and Social
the Autonomous Foreign and ineffective aggregate Research(NISER) and an
Exchange Market(AFEM), demand resulting in huge Export Processin g Zone ur
liberalises substantially stocks of unsold Calabar, among others.
foreign exchange flows, inventory, escalation of
stipulates
the cost resulting from This reviews has shown
instruments and sources substantial devaluation, that the industrial policies
of funds for the market high budget deficit, implemented over years
and specifies the role of inllationary pressure and include: the ISI strategr,
the principal actors in the high cost of doing policies to attract foreign
AFEM, among other business(CBN, 2000).
investment, increase
provisions.
credit to the private
The production and trade

In order to facilitate sector, indigenisation
adequate supply of funds policy, emphasis on

structures that could
transform
import
substitution into export
substitution failed to

to the industrial sector,
the erstwhile Nigerian
Industrial Development
Bank(NIDB), Nigerian

realignment of production

Reconstruction

evolve with SAP. The Bank for Commerce and
failure of SAP was partly Industry(NBCI) and
due to the lack of tools for National
Economic

structures (Adejugbe, Fund(NERFUND) were

capital intensive project,
encouraging SME and
medium scale industries,
liberalization and
openness policies, R&D
support and assistance,
privatisation
and
comercialisation, export
promotion and oriented
adjustment strategy,

recently merged to form
the new Bank of foreign and private sector
low. The proportion of Industry(BOI). The led initiatives, among
export of manufactures rationalisation and other. Despite these
and semi-processed streamlining of their policies the Nigerian
agricultural products to activities is to make them industrial sector is still
total export declined efficient and effective characterized by highconsiderably in the post- (Olorunshola, 2OO2). The import dependence and
SAP period. The low price government also provides export incapacity, low
"elasticity of exports and institutional and research production base, inward
1995). To this end, export
of manufactures was very

i
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sector, nature of goods between l97O and 198O of
cost of production, low produced
and over 1O per cent (table 2).
degree of backrvard linkages, employment generation This growth performance
low
technological capacity.
could be attributed to oil
production orientation, hig]r

dwelopment, protectionisrn,
low atkaction to bank credit
and dualistic structure.

In order to evaluate the

boorn" restrictive trade poliry
stance of govemment, active
participation of govemment
in industrialisation process,

effects of public policy on
Nigeria's industrialization,
fV. Policy Evaluation it would be profitable to do improved infrastructural
and
Comparative this in terms of Pre-SAP, facilities, attraction of
Analysis
SAP, Post-SAP and 1999- multinational corporations
2003. By so doing, policies and the small base of the
Industrial performance is during these periods and manufacturing sector
usual\r assessed in terms of their outcomes could be (Soludo and Adenikinju,
the share of manufachdng discussed distinctly.
1996). The early 198Os
contribution to GDP,
witnessed a decline in
increase in manufacturing The Pre-SAP Era
gross investment in the
value added, replacement of
manufacturing sector
imports with locally In the pre-SAP era, the because of lack of foreign
produced
goods, government at various exchange rate for
innovativeness and skills periods has promoted importation of inputs and

acquisition,

capacity industrial activities spare parts. Capacity
tlisation
u'
rates, industrial through it various utilisationwas high in the
financing and employrnent budgets, development l97os, and fell in the
generation. Others are: plans and strategies. 198Os due mainly to
changes in aggregate output Starting from the first foreign
exchange
(GDP), manufactured National Development constraint to import raw
exports growth and Plan( 1962-68) to the materials. There is a
diversity, level of local raw fourth plan( 1 98 I -85), the persistent imbalance
materials utilisation, government had allocated between export capacit5r
education and manpower substantial part of the and import dependence in
development, and foreign overall budget to the manufacturing sector.
exchange saving, among undertake investment in The sector uses more
others(Krugman, 1983; the industrial sector. foreigp exchange earned
Adejugbe, 1995; CBN, Industrial performance for manufacturing inputs
2OOO). For this analysis, during this period show than it generates from
the indicators used to that the average annual exports, hence no foreign
assess the Nigerian growth of industrial sector exchange saving from the
industria lization include : betu,een f96O and 1970 sector. For example, its
growth of manufacturing was 5.3 per cent. While share in total export
sector, manufacturing between f97O and 198O, hovered around 7 per cent
contribution to GDP, it grew by 1O per cent trut in the l97os and 198Os,
capacity utilization rate, fell by 4.8 per cent however, the share of
import replacement and between 198 f and manufacturing in total
export generation. Others 1986(see table 2). The imports was more than 70
are credit to the manufacturing sector per cent in 1970s and

manufacturing sector, recorded a modest above 60 per cent in
diversification of the average growth rate of 198Os(CBN, 2OOO).

,)
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limit of exhaustion of terms of MVA

In terms of structural substitution possibility

an

employment.

and indeed beyond the
The SAP Era
industrial sector is limit of rationalisation.
With the introduction o
dominated by consumer
goods. The consumer In terms of employment SAP, the industrial policl
goods industries account generation in
the was aimed at promotin6
for about 7O and 75 per industrial sector, the investment, stimulating
cent of value-added and manufacturing sector was non-oil exports and
employment in the the second largest providing a base for
manufacturing sub- employer in the 197Os, private sector-led growth.
sector. In terms of relative and third largest in the Among the industrial
sizes, about 65.2 are early 1980s and 199Os, policies that were
small scale and micro- coming after agriculture implemented under SAP
composition, the Nigerian

enterprises while the and distribution. The
medium and large scale limited contribution of the
industries represent 3 1.3 sector could be attributed
and 3.5 per cent of total largely to import-

manufacturing units, substitution
respectively (CBN,

2OOO).

The dominance of
goods
consumer
production is often
reinforced by the

were those that were

meant to promote
and
efficiency
effectiveness of the
Nigeria's industrial sector

such as the 1988 neu
that did not take into industrialization policy,
cognisance the relative The objective of the policy
factor endowment of the was to raise the level ol
country. In 197 | / 72, the technological capability
industrialisation strategy

structure of incentives sector contributed 75 per
which certainly is against cent of Manufacturing
the capital goods sector. Value Added (MVA)and 7O
Similarly, the exchange per cent of manufacturing
rate misalignment employment. Nearly two
(overvaluation),
decades later, the picture

and skill efficiency in the
industrial sector, among
others. Furthermore, the
privatization
and

commercialization

programme initiated by

particularly in the 197Os
and early 198Os makes
the importation of capital
goods favourable, and

remained unchanged the government under
even though the sector SAP was intended to
experience.d a marginal promote
industrial
decline in MVA and efficiency. Government

against local production.

employment. In contrast, also encouraged both
good domestic and foreigr
sub-sector contributed investment in Nigeria b1
between 15 and 3O per promulgating a new
cent, and between22 and decree in 1989, to replace
3O per cent of MVA and the indigenisation decrees
employment respectively of L972 and 1977.
over the period l97O- Therefore, the restriction
1990. The capital goods that were placed on
sector, in 198O, recorded ownership structure of
2L.5 per cent of MVA, companies were relaxed
thereafter, the sectors' except in some sectors
contribution has been including banking, oil
relatively very low in prospecting, insurance

At the same time, the the intermediate
position of final consumer
goods is entrenched by
higher tariffs. According

to Okigbo (1983), this
cycle tends to perpetuate

the need to import raw
material and intermediate
products and to maintain
the existing structure of

import substitution in
favour of non-essential
industries beyond the
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manufacturing sector to Malaysia:60, South
export in Nigeria is also Korea: 96, Canada:88.
very poor when compared The teacher:-pupil ratio in
to what is obtainable in Nigeria was 1:41 in 1988
other countries. For improved to l:36 by end
instance, manufacturing of 1995. This contrasted
sector contributes 94 per with the situation in
cent of exports in Korea, Ghana where the ratio
96 per cent in Hong Kong stood at l:2O; South
and 34 per cent in Africa l:23; Malaysia,
Indonesia (Soludo and l:2O Indonesia, l:23,
Adenikinju, 1996).The China l:22 and industrial
low performance of countries l: l8 in 1993.
manufactured export is The ratio u'as above the
explained by low maximum of l:25
technological base, sub- stipulated b-y United
standard export products,
Lln-economies of scaie,

Nations, in Nigeria. In the
case of secondary scirools,

lack of diversification of teacher-student ratio
export goods and price moved from L:22 rn l9BB
uncompetitiveness (CBN, to l:25 in ),992 and
2O0O).
further to 1:28 in 1995
(Olaniyi and Adam, 2OO2).

1

In Nigeria, availal-1
statistics on inflow I
foreign private capit,r
suggest that there wa
marginal increase i
inflow
capital
particularly in terrns o
FDI and portfolio equitl
flows, since the econonrit
reform started in the mid.

l9B0s. Policy to attracl
foreign investment ir

Nigeria has not beer

active, wirich may be dut

to the fear that FDI ir
competitive with loca
ownership and control c
investment. However, tlr
experience of East Asiar
countries and a fer
Afi:ican countries (Soutl
Africa and Mauritir-rs) ha:

Human development Teacher-student ratio in demonstrated tha
indicators such as school Ghana was I:43, Kenya, domestic and foreigr
enrollment and teacher- l:17, Zarnbia, l:28, investments . can br
student ratios provide Indonesia,l:16 and complementary
useful information on the China,l:15 in 1993. SSA Singapore deliberatell
quality of iabour force in has
the
lowest targeted and attracted
the industrialization educational enrolment in foreign firms, but then
process. In Nigeria, gross the world at all levels of used various policies and
primary school enrollment schooling, worker training incentives to guide them
ratio, which was 32 o/o irr and higher education (LaIl into more complex
1965, rose to 84 o/o in and Wangwe, 1999). In activities and encouraged

1993. Gross primary developing countries, the
technologica
enrollment in 1993 ih enrolments rates at the upgrading of existin;
Ghana was 74o/o, Kenya: tertiary levels in technical activities. The Asiar
97o/o, Zarflbia: I O4o/o, subjects show that South Tigers were alsc
Indones ia: I I5o/o and Africa has 16 o/0, Ghana dependent on FDI to drive
China: l2Lo/o. Gross lo/o, Keny a 2o/o, Zimbabwe export growth. It is
secondary
school 2o/o, Korea 55o/o, Taiwan important to encourage
enrolment in Nigeria rose 55o/o, Chile
27o/o, technology
imports
from 5o/o in 1965 to 2Oo/o Argentina, 360/o in 1994. especially via FDI, to
in 1990 and rose to 29o/o South Africa is the only improve and deepen the
in 1993. This ratio for SSA country whose ratio industrial str-ucture, and
other countries in 1992 has approached the levels induce domestic firms to
are: South Africa:7 4, reached in Asian and upgrade their skills.
Singapore:1O7,
Latin American countries.
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lany policy analysts have

flexible but consistent and

However, one of the costs

xamined the policy need-oriented regime of of rapid industrial growth
actors responsible for the public policies. The in Korea was the neglect
'apid industrialization of situation in Nigeria is of small and mediumiast Asian countries. different and problematic scale enterprises that
\part from historical which is partly the later resulted in structural
factors, the critical factors outcome of poor policy imbalances in the

are: macroeconomic research. Policy failures in economy.
stability,
rapid Nigeria cannot be
accumulation of physical separated from poor The Asian people have a
and human capital, commitment to policy sense of national

successful agricultural research but the problem consciousness, discipline,
.development from the ranges from the absence ethno-centralisism and
outset, and competent of research infrastructure believe in hard work. This
bureaucracies. Other to
government's has strengthened their
factors are selective disinterest in basic s e 1f - c o n f i d e n c e ,
intervention to promote research (Essia, 2003).
patriotism
and
nfant and export oriented
productivity. In contrast,
ndustries, openness, Korea is a typical example African societies in
lmong others. Busari of a successful EastAsian general and Nigeria in
2OO4) argued that the country, where for over particular, are highly
:fficacy of export-led three decades, the trade fragmented
and
lndustrialization in the and industrial policies dependent on external
hyper-successful East have evolved in response influence including
Asian
economies to changing internal and resources, with multiple
lepended in no small external economic languages, and lack
measure on the forces conditions. The Korean national unity. The entire
that drove globalisation. economy rebounded from political economy of
He viewed that these the recession of 1982- Nigeria was shaped,
forces fuelled transfers of 1984 to economic during the colonial era to
technology
in prosperity and moved for be highly dependent on
unprecedented volumes. debtor to creditor status sale of primary goods and
Sound and satisfactory in 1989 (Essia, 2003).By mineral resources. On the
rolicy
research 1989, Korea has moved other hand, Japanese
:apabilities contributed to from a poverty ridden colonies like Taiwan and
)ast Asian high industrial underdeveloped economy, Korea, even though were
lnd
economic to the status of a highly relatively small societies
industrialized economy. with labour surpluses and
?erformance
lonsiderable resources The ciecade of the 70s saw poor natural resources in
were devoted to economic the emergence of large- the earlyperiod of growth,
planning and research. scale
industrial had
conscious
New research units that conglomerates, the development model of
focused on policies that attainment of econornies their territories. Moreover,
lead an economy by price- of scale and technological the strong moral and
employment signals were progress that has religious culture of
established. The outcome propelled it to a new level Japanese people that
international encourages hard-work
of reliance on policy of

research has been

a

competitiveness.
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and piety was imbibed in growth of manufacturing assist develop money ar
production, promotion of capital markets, mak
the people(trssia, 2003).

manufactured exports, economic informatio,
and available and formulat
This review has revealed manpower
sound public policies
some of the public policies infrastructural
Public support fo.
that led to successful development,
industrialisation in some development of local raw industries should be ir.
countries. Some of the materials to replace form of basic research and
of
policies identified were: imported inputs, wooing establishment
macroeconomic stability, of foreign investors and demonstration factories,
conscious industrial opening up the domestic as well as promote

development effort / market for foreign trade. scientific

and
model, rapid manpower The paper found that the technological researchl
development,
industrial sector is still Similarly, it should
technological and suffering from low encolrrage technological
i n f r a s t r u c t u r a I investment, deficient acquisition and the
upliftment, providing infractructural facilities, learning of technology for
incentive to encourage low production and the industrial sector to br
FDI, capable policy manufacture export, weak efficient.
Bette
research programme, raw material base, high macroeconomic policr
conscious economic cost of production, low making, stabilisation o
planning and research. employment generation, exchange rate and greater
Apart from a dynamic lack of innovativeness, reliamce on the market wil
trade and industrial policy obsolete machinery and also help. Macroeconomic
and
national equipments, inadequacy stability will help attracl
conciousness, other of skilled and poor human foreign direct investment
policies include good capital development, low that would facilitatr
orientation qualities such linkages and integration, technological acquisition.
goods There is need for a strong
as: high discipline, consumer
creativity
ethno- dominated, among others. export
orientation
centralism, hardwork, The causes of poor combined with import
patriotism, good moral industrial performance in substitution. This is
and religious culture as Nigeria are due to poor because empirica
well as self-confidence. public policies, political evidence has shown tha
These public policies instability, adverse terms- econornies with outwarr
should serve as lessons of-trade,
under- oriented trade strateg'
and policy options for investmentinR$D, have performed better. Ir
Nigeria.
inward orientation, high this respect, globalisatior
import content, low should
improve
V. Conclusion and supply of credits, etc.
competitiveness, wider:
Recommendations
market,
facilitate
The paper has examined The paper has shown that technological acquisition
the role of public policy in government has a role to and technical efficiency.
industrialisation process play
in
the Industrial policy will need
in Nigeria. The central industrialisation process to address the problem of
focus of public policy as by
providing shortage of skills so that
regards the industrial infrastructures, help industrialisation is based
sector has been the rapid overcome market failures, on the creation of the
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skills

ecessary for the build-up

f the competence
'equired to attain
nternational
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(Footnotes)

Efficiency requires the fulfillment of certain stringent assumptions: perfect competition, absence of extemalities
and existence of a complete set of markets including all future or capital markets and those covering all risks(Lall
1

and Wangwe

,1999).
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Table 3: Economic Sectors Share in GDP and Capacity Utilisation Rate ir
Nigeria
Year

Manufactur'

Agric.Share Mining

g. Share in in GDP

Share

GDP

GDP

Av.

in Capacity
Utilisation
Rate

1960
1965
1970

t975
1980
1985
1990
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001

2002

3.2
4.9
7.2
b.b
5,4
8.3
8.2
6.7
6.5
6.3
6.7
6.9
7.2

t,c
7.8

58.2
49.9
41.3
25.5
23.4
40.3
39.6
38.6
39.0
39.4
45.4
47.6
48.9
50.8
53.5

t.2

Na

4.6

Na

10.1

Na

2L.7
26.9
15.6
L3.2
12.9
13.4
13.1
13.8
L2.8
L4.26

76.6

15.

70.t
37.L
39.02
29.3
34,7
34,2
32.4
34.5
35.4
39.6
41"3

r.

13.1

Source: CBN Statistical Bulletin and Annual Report (Various Issues)
Note: Mining include Mining & Quarrying plus Crude Petroleum
Table 4: Bank Credit to Manufacturing Sector(l970
Year

Total Credit
(N'Bn)

-

Credit

to Percentage
Manufactur' Share
g

t4

1970

1.

t975

0.98
10.56
31.43
57.6
394,2
340.8
331.2
5L3,7
592.6

1980
1985
1990
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001

2002

485.7
848.9
L329,4

2OO1)

0.66
1.56
6.15
9.34

57.89
62.82
50.23
29,7L

11

19.1

71.7
87

t8.2

L02.2
t20.6

r.34.1

L59.7

545.3
754,9

25.5

30.9
29.5
22,6
33.8
64.30
56.78

Average
Lending
te(%
7.00

6,25
8.43
9.43
25.3
2L.4
24,8
20.9
20,8
22,5
2L.3
26.5
22"4

Source: CBN Statistical Bulletin and Annual Report(Various Issues)
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